ABSTRACT PubMed, a ‘barrier-free’ bibliographic database covering biomedical and health disciplines, has been successfully used to identify a multitude of indicators that assist in analyzing global trends for biomedical research productivity. The current study represents an original attempt to develop and optimize an Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR) search strategy in PubMed to pave the way for subsequent descriptive analyses. The refined EMR search strategy contains elaborate syntaxes which facilitate controlling the search process and maintaining a proper balance between sensitivity and precision of the obtained results. Country-specific citation data were manually scanned for false positive publications. Our results indicate that publication productivity increased nearly five-fold in the EMR from 2004 to 2013.
Five countries (Islamic Republic of Iran, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia and Pakistan; in order of total publications) contributed to 80% of all EMR publications during this period. Each of the remaining 17 EMR countries contributed less than 4%. We believe that the methodology presented in this study can be used in conjunction with other metrics to extract invaluable indicators to describe EMR health research systems.

Introduction

Health research is an important aspect of health care delivery, since it plays a significant role in the global economic growth and contributes to improving the living standards and quality of life (1). Assessing the quantity and quality of the scientific output in a country or region is a key
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indicator to understand and improve its research system.

Bibliometric analysis of scientific publications involves the application of mathematics and statistical methods to determine the extent and quality of research in a given territory (2,3). In the biomedical and health fields, scientists utilize many high-quality citation databases to search for published literature. Of these databases, PubMed has been acknowledged to be the most significant ‘barrier-free’ biomedical resource available on the World Wide Web (4).

PubMed citations come from the MEDLINE® (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online, or MEDLARS Online) bibliographic database, manuscripts deposited in the PubMed Central (PMC) free digital repository, and freely accessible citations from biomedical books published in the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Bookshelf (5). In fact, PubMed provides a strong health discipline indexing coverage, and currently catalogues over 26 million biomedical articles that were published in more than 44 000 journals in 37 languages (6). PubMed depends on a text-based search that uses an indexing system for rapid retrieval of information. Effective search strategies provide references that are more specific for the intended topic compared with other popular search engines. In PubMed, the citation information is broken into index fields (e.g., journal name, author name, title, primary author’s address, language of publication, and others). The power of PubMed search could then be further enhanced by the use of search rules, syntaxes, and qualifying terms in combination with search field abbreviations. PubMed has been used with success to perform bibliometric studies aiming at the assessment of various aspects of research outputs (7).

The free access to PubMed and its friendly interface have led to the development of elaborate techniques to analyze global trends for biomedical research productivity and provide objective and useful tools to evaluate the results of scientific activity in different locations worldwide (7,8–10). To the best of our knowledge, most of these studies required manual checks at the data collection phase for the quality of the data collected. There are inherent difficulties when the search strategies are intended towards certain geographical locations, as most validated search strategies are not limited by geographical concerns. No single study has been undertaken to consider the comprehensive collection of biomedical and health research outputs in different countries of the WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR; Figure 1). While a previous study used a simple search strategy to identify “access to medicine” studies related to EMR (11), there is a need for a search strategy that is tested and applicable to different research needs. It is for this reason we aimed in the present study at the development and optimization of the EMR search strategy in PubMed to pave the way for subsequent analyses that could be based on the automated monitoring of biomedical research outcomes in the Region, and the subsequent instantaneous forecasting of research activities in the region as a prerequisite for proper policy development.
Methods

We conducted a comparative analysis of three types of search strategies at PubMed (http://www.pubmed.com) to obtain a collection of biomedical and health research citations published between 2004 and 2013, by principal researchers affiliated to institutions from any country in the EMR. The main outcome of this comparative analysis is to develop an optimized EMR Search Strategy that can be used in performing automated collections of biomedical citations from the Region, which could be used in various analysis or for forecasting research activities in the Region. The search strategies that were implemented included: a “classical” search strategy, a “pitfall” search strategy, and a suggested EMR search strategy (Supplement 1 [online]) that combines the benefits of the former strategies.

The “classical” search strategy was based on simple queries using standard Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms corresponding to EMR countries and the [AD] tag which has the function of collecting all published articles carrying the requested country name in the affiliation (or address) field (e.g. Iran [AD], Egypt [AD], Saudi Arabia [AD]). The “pitfall” search strategy involved the use of elaborate syntaxes previously developed by Tadmouri and Bissar-Tadmouri (12–14). A previously developed search strategy for EMR (Pre-EMR) contained more sophisticated syntaxes that allowed further control over the search processes. In certain cases, the search was either “specific”, based on excluding false-positive results using the Boolean operator NOT; or “sensitive”, based on the use of the inclusive Boolean operator OR, and/or the “star” wildcard character (*); or “optimized”, based on a mixed use of the “star” wildcard character and the OR and NOT Boolean operators (Supplement 1 [online]).

For some countries, variant names in several world languages were also incorporated in the search syntaxes to cover non-English citations (14). All types of search strategies were directed to PubMed within a limit of few hours on 30 July, 2015. Since address-based searches on PubMed automatically exclude letters to the editors and commentary articles, citations that were investigated in this study included reviews, original journal articles, and case reports. In addition, address-based searches also restricted results to papers in which only the principal investigators are affiliated to institutions located in the EMR.

The resulting country-specific citation data were collected in an offline file of Extensible Markup Language (XML) database format and then converted into Excel tables. Subsequently, the address field in citation records were manually scanned for false positives or inconsistent addresses (12). In many instances scientific papers suffer from a variety of inconsistencies including the absence of uniformity in reporting addresses at the level of city, institution, faculty, and department names (15), the transliteration of addresses from native languages into English or French (12) and the use of misspelled names or abbreviations to express names of
The leading author in this study undertook the task of deleting false-positive entries and building up an exclusion dictionary to formulate a new enhanced EMR search strategy comprising optimized search strategies for citations from EMR countries (Supplement 1 [online]). With the exception of Djibouti and Pakistan, retrieving data from PubMed for the rest of the EMR countries required careful implementation of elaborate queries that are specific or sensitive due to the occurrence of false-positive entries. This task becomes more imperative because the National Library of Medicine ceased, at the beginning of October 2013, performing quality control review and editing of the author affiliation field in citations indexed in PubMed and started to rely on data supplied directly by journal publishers (16). Therefore, the method used in this study is not recommended to be used for papers published since 2014.

Following data collection and control reviews, specific-country databases were built using text-file systems that included raw Medline Format citations in the health disciplines and published by first authors affiliated to EMR countries during years 2004–2013. Data from these raw Medline files were then transferred, according to the need, to other flat-file database containers to conduct various types of descriptive analyses and draw relevant statistics, especially those related to the geographic distribution of health research in the EMR (Table 1).

**Results**

During the period from 2004 to 2013, biomedical and health publication productivity increased nearly five-fold in the EMR region (Table 2). A few countries represent the majority of publications from the Region. This study indicated a dominance of the biomedical research publications by Iranian scholars, who contributed to a sizeable portion—39.3% of all EMR publications during the study period (2004–2013). In the EMR, the share from the Islamic Republic of Iran is almost equivalent to the combined productivities of researchers from the following four countries: Egypt (14.1%), Saudi Arabia (10.6%), Tunisia (8.1%), and Pakistan (7.8%). The remaining 17 EMR countries had each a contribution of less than 4% and an overall EMR share of about 20% (Table 1).

Using the EMR search strategy approach (described above), 140,911 citations were found to be indexed in PubMed for all EMR countries during the study period 2004–2013 (Table 1). This overall figure is not very different from overall figures obtained using the “classical” and “pitfall” search strategies. By looking at the details, however, each of the search strategies exhibited some peculiar characteristics for a number of EMR countries, and had significant limitations as compared with the EMR search strategy as described below.
Using the classical search strategy, data extracted for Afghanistan, Bahrain, Djibouti, Egypt, Iraq, Islamic Republic of Iran, Kuwait, Libya, Oman, Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia (half of the countries in the Region) remained very close to those obtained using the refined EMR search strategy (95–100%; Table 1).

In the case of Qatar, Sudan, and Yemen 6–7% of the citations were excluded when applying the EMR search strategy because some of the papers’ authors affiliated to the institutions in these countries were not principal investigators. This observation was further noted in the cases of Jordan and Lebanon that included 21% and 45% false-positive citations, respectively. Part of this deviation is blamed on the fact that many of the excluded citations included Jordanian and Lebanese authors who were not principal investigators. Yet, a larger part of this deviation is explained by the fact that Jordan and Lebanon could also refer to several cities and neighborhoods in Great Britain, Northern Ireland, and the United States (12). Because of all reasons mentioned above, the classical search strategy proved to be less sensitive for countries like the Syrian Arab Republic (8% less sensitive), the United Arab Emirates (20% less sensitive), and Palestine (29% less sensitive). The extreme positions of Tunisia (53% less sensitive) and Morocco (66% less sensitive) is mainly due to the fact that the classical search strategy is not capable of detecting address details when written in French, as many authors from these countries publish in the French language.

Using the “pitfall” search strategy, citation data for most of the EMR countries came closer to the results obtained by the application of the refined EMR search strategy (95–105%; Table 1). Data for Libya, Qatar, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic and Yemen contained non-specific citations for the reason that in approximately 6–7% of those papers; authors affiliated to institutions in these countries were not principal investigators.

The pre-EMR search strategy was formulated with the aim to increase the sensitivity of the “pitfall” search strategy mainly by the proper use of the wildcard character “*” (e.g. Syrian Arab Republic), the use of country name abbreviations (e.g. United Arab Emirates) or polymorphs (e.g. Palestine), and the use of language-specific country name variants (e.g. Morocco, Tunisia, and Lebanon). This model worked well for many of the EMR countries, but returned false-positives especially in the case of Jordan (21%), Palestine (26%), Lebanon (47%), and Somalia (78%). This is mostly because those country names intersect with various world locations and also because many citations did not include first authors affiliated to these countries. This observation becomes more obvious when EMRSS:Pre-EMRSS ratios are computed for the top most health research productive countries for each year of the studied period (Table 2). In the majority of the cases, most of the deviation occurred in data extracted for the year 2013. The least affected country is the Islamic Republic of Iran with a ratio of 0.98.
for the year 2013 compared to a 0.99 overall ratio. Egypt, Tunisia, Pakistan, and Morocco were moderately affected (2013 ratios: 0.94–9.96 vs. overall ratio: 0.99). Saudi Arabia and Kuwait were significantly affected (2013 ratios: 0.90–9.93 vs. overall ratio: 0.99). In the cases of Lebanon and Jordan, deviating ratios were not restricted to the year 2013 and occurred throughout the studied period (Table 2).

Discussion

Our study provides systematic evidence of important errors and pitfalls that may occur if sub-optimal search strategies are used for the identification of geographically bound publications. More importantly, we demonstrated that such errors are not equally distributed among the countries, and different countries are affected with different types of searching errors and by varying states. As such, our proposed refined EMR search strategy is a useful tool for future studies that look for EMR publications. It also provides a platform for future research on how to assess and test alternative search strategies concerned with other bibliographic databases, different regions or different time-frames.

Biomedical and health publication productivity increased nearly five-fold in the EMR region in the study period. Five countries in the region represented 80% of biomedical and health research publications indexed in the PubMed (2004-2013): Islamic Republic of Iran (39.3%), Egypt (14.1%), Saudi Arabia (10.6%), Tunisia (8.1%), and Pakistan (7.8%).

Assessing biomedical and health research outputs in a specific region is key for the evaluation and improvement of its research productivity and direction. In the study period regional publications increased nearly five-fold. Despite their many imperfections, indicators of biomedical bibliometrics offer a means by which countries and regions of varying geographic sizes and socio-economic development may be monitored and compared (17,18).

Using inappropriate search strategies on PubMed may lead to conclusions that are contradictory to the realities with regards to biomedical research activity in the region (19). For this reason we aimed in this study to develop a validated EMR Search Strategy that is both sensitive and specific, while attempting to retrieve all possible biomedical research citations produced in EMR countries. The implementation of the EMRSS would help in collecting citations missed by non-sensitive strategies and to automatically avoid false-positive citations for EMR countries that have names overlapping with several world geographical locations.

By comparing the number of citations obtained using the “classical” search strategy, which
depends on the use of standardized MeSH terms for EMR countries, versus our optimized EMRSS search strategy, results demonstrated that our structured approach allowed us to enhance the sensitivity and/or specificity of representative data for several countries in the Region. However, the NLM’s recent policy to include the affiliation data for all authors citations indexed in PubMed caused serious deviations in the results, especially for data for the year 2013. If a selective search method to assemble citations based on the country of affiliation of the first authors is not devised, it will be too difficult to conduct similar analyses beyond the year 2014.

To overcome this obstacle, we carried out manual checking procedures to remove false-positive citations in which EMR country names were not associated with first/principal authors. Interestingly, the highest volumes of false-positive citations that were eliminated were from Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. This is an indication that, in many cases, researchers in these countries occur as secondary and not as primary authors in most published research. This phenomenon is less prominent in Egypt, Tunisia, Pakistan, and Morocco. In the Islamic Republic of Iran, only a minute fraction of false-positive citations were encountered, indicating the dominant role of Iranian researchers in biomedical research publications collected using the inclusion criteria of our study (Table 2).

Our study also suffers from important limitations and its findings should be interpreted in light of these. First, PubMed does not represent all scientific and biomedical journals published. This database consists largely of English-language journals, therefore possibly contributing to selection bias due to language barriers. With respect to the EMR, WHO has its own Index Medicus for the Eastern Mediterranean Region (IMEMR), which includes some 600 journals produced in the Region, some of which, but not all, are included in PubMed. Subsequent similar studies should include such important database (20,21).

Second, we limited the present research to reviews, original journal articles, and case reports published by principal investigators affiliated to institutions located in the EMR. Papers with main authors being from EMR institutions reflect a prominent role in the design or execution of the reported health research, provides a fair representation of health research directions in the region as reflected by research cited in PubMed, and ascertains that each citation is assigned to a unique country. This latter reason would better serve better our future analytical purposes and help avoiding overlapping results.

Additionally, the change in the NLM’s policy from indexing the affiliation of the first author only and to include affiliations of all authors in every citation in the PubMed database for citations indexed after October 2013, was a major reason to limit our analysis to the period up to year
2013. This change required the implementation of manual checking procedures to remove false-positive citations with address affiliations referring to countries of the EMR, but not belonging to first-authors. In several instances, this also revealed the presence of false positives in citations published during the years 2012, 2011, and, to a lesser extent, during year 2010.

Despite the above-mentioned limitations, the comprehensiveness and breadth of PubMed databases are enough reasons for us to believe that the results presented in this study are a bona fide representation of the overall biomedical and health research outputs from the EMR. Additionally, the application of appropriate metrics on the extracted data would certainly help in the formulation of invaluable indicators. This could be used to assess various aspects of research systems in the EMR, and to assist decision-makers in designing policies to improve research activities and to align them with health priorities in the region.

The refined EMR search strategy allows the task of citation data collection to be automated and may be used as on-the-spot monitoring systems that are used for the forecasting of biomedical research activities in the region. With the combination of diverse and versatile bibliometric indicators, scholars in the field could analyze research systems and could advise policymakers on designing policies to improve research productivity, adjust research objectives according to the time- or location-specific health priority requirements, and consequently rationally use often scarce resources in most EMR nations, allocated to scientific research in general, health and biomedical research in specific.
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